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Advantage Adhesives 
For “tougher than water” resistance. 

 
Franklin’s Advantage

TM 
adhesives meet the rigorous requirements of ASTM D-31 10 Wet Use specifications. 

When your gluing operation demands a strong, consistent adhesive, get the performance advantages of 
Franklin Advantage adhesives. 

 

Versatility advantage. 
Advantage adhesives are ideally suited for edge gluing, face laminating and finger jointing. Versatile Advantage 
products can be hot pressed, cold clamped or radio frequency cured. They are ideally suited for finger joint 
operations because they do not exhibit the finger joint “back off” so typical of other, more traditional adhesives. 
Advantage 2 is formulated to “stand up” on surfaces for enhanced performance with rougher veneers or stock at 
minimum spread levels. It also has good gap filling properties and great shape retention directly off of curved 
forms. 

 

Production advantage. 
Advantage products build strength fast to provide excellent wood failure results and maximize production 
efficiency. Their tough water resistance makes them superior adhesives for applications requiring D-31 10 
performance including: interior or exterior mouldings, window and door stock, panels, laminates and round top 
windows. 

 

Environmental advantage. 
The low formaldehyde level of Advantage products is below labeling limits. Advantage even comes in under the 
tough California South Coast Air Quality VOC limits. 

 

Handling advantage. 
User-friendly Advantage products clean up easily and provide excellent glue spreader machinability. 
Advantage adhesives offer exceptional green strength right out of the press or finger jointer and deliver a 
durable bond that stays strong. 

 

Technical advantage. 
Advantage adhesives deliver product, price and performance — all backed by the best technical support in the 
industry. At Franklin, product development and technical service work hand-in-hand to bring you adhesives that 
are field proven and lab supported. Our technical sales representatives also have the breadth of technical 
knowledge and specific industry experience to respond to your need for adhesive products that are compatible 
with your operation. 

 
Franklin’s Advantage products are formulated and manufactured to give you the water resistance, versatility and 
consistent adhesive performance you need for a successful gluing operation. Advantage adhesives are proof 
positive that over 55 years of manufacturing expertise gives Franklin International the experience to excel. 
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